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The current state of the industry

FinTech models and examples

The benefits of FinTech partnerships

Regulatory challenges and concerns

“With fewer customers visiting branches, it will be important for retail banks to replace the in-person
service they would have provided with personalized services delivered instead through digital
channels” said Paul McAdam, senior director, banking intelligence at J.D. Power.

“A bank is anything that is substantially engaged in any of any deposit taking, lending or
payments

“Given the technology available to banks, customer pain points with digital should be easy to address.
Let’s keep in mind that digital retail banking was introduced 25 years ago. Executing basic user-
friendly functionality, providing a full range of services and offering easy ways to pay and move
money are areas where banks could improve their digital offerings.”



A FinTech is faced with multi-level
regulatory complexity, at a minimum facing
compliance with 50 states’ financial
regulations, FinCEN, OFAC, FTC, and the
CFPB.

To avoid the 50 state financial regulators,
the FinTech may partner with a bank, but
now faces differing positions taken by each
of the prudential banking regulators.
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Facing state regulatory regimes, 
FinTechs increasingly turn to banks as 
a tool to avoid complex, inconsistent 
state regulations. 

Similarly, banks are seeking non-
interest revenue streams and see a 
constant loss in market share to 
technology platforms.  They are now 
serving as the “back bone” of the 
payment infrastructure.  

Banks are unique in that they can 
provide a needed service to FinTechs 
that allows them to grow alongside 
their FinTech partners. 





*Source: Center for Financial Inclusion at Accion and the Institute of International Finance, July 2017
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• Bank earns revenue by sending customers to FinTech
• Can be used where the bank has “gaps” in service offeringsBank Referrals

• Bank purchases customer leads from FinTech
• Bank purchases account or loan assets originated inside FinTech platformFinTech Referrals

• Bank invests in FinTech that is mission aligned to bank
• Bank buys key technology for private use or sale to other Financial Institutions.FinTech Investment or Acquisition

• Bank purchases the financial technology to deploy to its customers
• Opens new product offerings for the bankPrivate Label Solution/SaaS

• Banks partner with each other to fill respective services gaps
• Also includes relationships between technology and low-tech banks to offer services.Bank to Bank

• FinTech assumes limited roles in process—underwriting, data collections, etc.
• Allows the bank to “buy” technology or expertise missing in the institutionPartial Outsourcing

• Bank serves as the lender/account issuer in FinTech themed ecosystem
• Full integration in services with FinTech front-end and bank back-endTrue “Bank Model Partnership”



Common problems with strategic Fintech partners arise when the partner may be driven by a
tech team and not a banking team, other problems occur when there is no parity in the level of
policies and procedures between the Bank and the Fintech. As always, depending on the deal
structure, we are looking at:

• Electronic Fund Transfer Act / Regulation E
• Truth in Lending Act / Regulation Z
• PCI – DSS
• BSA/AML/KYC/OFAC/KYC
• UDAAP
• FinCEN – Money Transmission/MSB (Note the deal structure is very important here)
• Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act / Regulation P



Banks can partner with payment providers to expand 
product offerings and functionality, but they must deploy 
adequate oversight and the required compliance controls.  

You must:

• Diligence Prior to Onboarding
• Drafting MSA and SOW
• Ongoing Monitoring
• Demonstrate Subject Matter Expertise  



Prior to Onboarding

• Determine the regulatory, reputational and litigation risks associated with partner’s 
operation.

• Diligence partner according to level of risk presented.  Prepare a diligence 
overview and retain internally to showcase to regulator that you not only understand 
the risks but have an informed and justified level of comfort with the partners 
controls and overall CMS.   

• Discuss findings within all appropriate committees, senior managements and share 
with Board, again always thinking that you will have to defend your position in the 
event there is a process break within the partners operations. 



Make sure the MSA and/or SOW provides your Bank with:
• Proper oversight including monitoring and audit rights. 
• The proper level of reporting (for example are you seeing complaints?)
• Data privacy controls (are you sharing just enough to obtain the level of services needed)
• Notice from the partner for any and all material changes to scope and or execution. 
• Compliance with all laws provision.  (Please Note: a lot of tech solutions will shift this to 

Bank, you need to be aware and have a control in place if this is the case)

Bank will need controls in place to avoid project and/or service creep. Look to confirm that
your LOB/Ops teams cannot expand or alter the MSA and/or SOW without controls in place to
gain legal and or compliance sign off.



Ensure your Third-Party Oversight (“TPO”) program is robust enough to cover:
• Ongoing monitoring sufficient to manage the level of risk presented by the partner.
• Defines critical vendors (don’t just think of this as critical to ongoing ops/safety and soundness)  
• the leveraging of any ongoing reporting that was provided for within the MSA.  The data is useless if it is sitting in 

the Bank untouched. 

Bank will need controls in place to avoid project, service creep where the LOB can expand or 
alter the MSA and/or SOW without controls in place to gain legal and or compliance sign off. 

Subject Matter Expertise (”SME”)
• Who is the SME within the Bank – You can outsource almost anything - but you can not outsource the 

responsibility/liability.  Your regulator will look to see if you can handle and understand  the increased risks 
brought with the partnership that was deployed.   



According to the FTC’s complaint against California-based Qualpay, the
company for years processed payments for MOBE, a scheme the FTC
alleged charged consumers hundreds of millions of dollars for worthless
business coaching products, and that Qualpay ignored numerous signs that
MOBE was a fraudulent business.

• The red flags listed in the complaint include questions about whether MOBE
was a domestic or international company, the nature of MOBE’s business
model, MOBE’s history of excessive chargebacks, and claims MOBE made in
its marketing materials about helping consumers make “hundreds of thousands
of dollars per year.”

• The complaint also alleges that Qualpay failed to follow its own internal
policies when it came to managing MOBE’s accounts. Specifically, the
company failed to review MOBE’s business practices in detail, which would
have revealed numerous elements that should have eliminated MOBE as a
client under Qualpay’s policies.

https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/cases/qualpay_complaint.pdf


Attempts by regulators to smooth 
the integration of banking and 
FinTech.



June 25, 2020: The OCC announced it was planning to unveil
what then Acting Comptroller Brian Brooks called “payments
charter 1.0” as soon as this fall.

Version 1.0 would be a “national version of a state money
transmission license” offering nonbank payment providers a
“national platform with preemption,” but not access to the
Federal Reserve’s payments system.

After about 18 months of operating under version 1.0, Brooks
said, the agency would roll out version 2.0, which he
anticipates would include direct Fed access.

.  



While it was clear Comptroller Brooks was a proponent of FinTech charters; 
current  Comptroller Michael Hsu when recently testifying in front of the 
House’s Committee on Financial Services stated:

“Notwithstanding the strong oversight and enhanced provisions the OCC 
requires, some are concerned that providing charters to FinTechs will convey 
the benefits of  banking without its responsibilities. Others are concerned that 
refusing to charter FinTechs will encourage growth of  another shadow banking 
system outside the reach of  regulators.  I share both of  these concerns. 
Denying a charter will not make the problem go away, just as granting a 
charter will not automatically make a FinTech safe, sound, and fair. I will 
expect any FinTechs that the OCC charters to address the financial needs of  
consumers and businesses in a fair and equitable manner and support the 
important goal of  promoting the availability of  credit. Recognizing the OCC’s 
unique authority to grant charters, we must find a way to consider how 
FinTechs and payments platforms fit into the banking system, and we must do it 
in coordination with the FDIC, Federal Reserve, and the states”. 



March 18, 2020: Square, Inc. became the first U.S. fintech
company to receive conditional approval from the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation’s (FDIC) Industrial Loan Company
(ILC) charter to pair with Square’s prior state charter from the
Utah Department of Financial Institutions.

The bank is expected to launch in 2021 as “Square Financial
Services.”

Other charters we have seen approved: 

Paxos, Protego, Anchorage 



ENCOURAGEMENT FROM REGULATORS: THE OCC’S 
RULEMAKING ON DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY AND 
INNOVATION

REGULATORY UPDATES:  Whether the OCC's legal standards in 12 CFR Parts 7, Subpart E and 155 (National Bank Electronic Activities) are flexible and clear. Whether the 
standards should be revised to reflect developments in the industry and, if so, how?

ELIMINATE HURDLES:  Whether the OCC's legal standards create unnecessary hurdles or burdens to the use of technological advances or innovation.

UNADDRESSED DIGITAL BANKING ACTIVITIES:  Are there digital banking activities or issues related to digital banking activities the OCC does not currently address in their legal 
standards but that should be included?

CRYPTO:  What types of cryptocurrency or cryptoassets activities are financial services companies or bank customers engaged in, and what obstacles in the banking industry do 
institutions face with adoption of these activities?

DISTRIBUTED LEDGER:  How is distributed ledger technology (e.g., identity verification, credit underwriting and processing, payment processing, trade finance and records 
management) used or potentially used in banking activities, and is there any further clarification needed in guidance or regulations?

USE OF AI:  How is artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning used or potentially used in banking activities? Are there ways that AI could be used more broadly but is hindered 
because of regulatory complexity, lack of transparency, audit complexities, or other regulatory barriers?

PAYMENT TECH:  What new payment technologies and processes are available and what are the potential implications for use in the banking industry? How are these technologies 
and processes facilitated or hindered by the existing regulatory framework?

REGTECH:  What new or innovative tools are financial services companies using to comply with applicable regulations and supervisory expectations (e.g., regtech), and how does 
the OCC's regulatory approach enable or hinder these advancements?

SMALL INSTITUTION IMPLICATIONS:  Are there issues unique to smaller institutions regarding the use and implementation of innovative products, services, or processes?

NEW PRODUCTS OR DELIVERY METHODS:  Are there other changes to the development and delivery of banking products and services for consumers, businesses, and communities 
that should be considered?

COVID-19:  Are there issues that should be considered in light of the changes that have occurred in response to COVID-19.



June 2019:  Announcement of FDIC’s FDiTech initiative to promote the adoption of innovative and transformative technologies in 
the financial services sector, help FDIC better understand how innovation can contribute to the expansion of banking services, and 
promote the adoption of technology that can help community banks compete in the modern financial marketplace.

February 2020:  FDiTech releases a guide to help FinTechs partnering with banks.  The focus is on effective but not burdensome 
third party risk management strategies.

July 2020:  FDiTech announces that the FDIC is seeking public comment on a potential public/private standard-setting partnership 
and voluntary certification program to promote third-party technology adoption across the financial services sector.  Importantly, 
it would help standardize due diligence practices across FDIC banks. 

July 2021:   FDiTech launched Breaking Down Barriers: Reaching the Last Mile of the Unbanked

August 2021: The FDIC, FRB, OCC issued “Conducting Due Diligence on Financial Technology Companies: A Guide for Community
Banks (Guide)”; which is intended to help community banks in conducting due diligence when considering relationships with
financial technology (fintech) companies.

September 2021: FRB publishes “Community Bank Access to Innovation through Partnerships”

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__lnks.gd_l_eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDcsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMTA5MTMuNDU4NTE4MDEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5mZGljLmdvdi9mZGl0ZWNoL3RlY2hzcHJpbnRzL2JyZWFraW5nLWJhcnJpZXJzLmh0bWw-5Fc291cmNlPWdvdmRlbGl2ZXJ5JnV0bV9tZWRpdW09ZW1haWwmdXRtX3NvdXJjZT1nb3ZkZWxpdmVyeSJ9.qmnNbaRt58ZDH6vy7h98yFN1m5XhbuzciJ8cW5og7Bk_s_738688648_br_112272916434-2Dl&d=DwMFAA&c=qmi9WrYRGQEDDOxOwKrAjW7mWovpzN_EKyRbeK_zbP0&r=Wx0C3ysxxyVoMbkKb08dKn0rL-a8-MUbPsBBFD97Q14&m=ueRd6VsCUOfvrKPFZz9zykV0IG7AkLwIiOymXRktPEg&s=tc60ribQ3x6Em-xMVzyNMCULhagpRGfgJms5YEmG3ko&e=
https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/community-bank-access-to-innovation-through-partnerships.htm#:~:text=Community%20banks%20in%20the%20United%20States%20are%20increasingly,soundness%20of%20the%20institutions%20and%20protection%20of%20consumers.


FDIC is creating a multi-faceted approach to FinTech developments:
 Digitization:  Consumer expectation has shifted to full digital integration.  Helps drive affordability, 

convenience, and instant access to information.  

 Data Access and Open Banking:  “Data is the new capital.”  Being able to aggregate data across 
platforms allows better information and more comprehensive analysis for consumers.  Increasingly, data 
security, safety, and consumer protection are becoming of greater concerns.  

 Machine Learning and AI:  Increasingly, banks look to AI for credit decisioning, fraud detection, and 
improvements in customer service.  Much of the hesitation by banks has been existing regulatory 
structures that were not built with these considerations in mind.  

 Personalization:  Consumers now expect a fully customized financial services platform.  Most 
importantly, customers are seeking fully integrated financial wellness and planning tools.

 The Role of the FDIC:  Banks must be responsive to these trends and permit the development and 
integration of technology into financial services.  In addition, small banks play a key role (627 counties 
are only served by community banking offices, 122 counties have only one banking office, and 33 
counties have no banking offices at all).        



In December 2019, the FDIC issued a notice that it intended to update its treatment 
of brokered deposits.  

Under the proposal, a bank could seek an FDIC determination that specific deposit 
relationships qualify for the “primary purpose” exception which exempts agents 
whose “primary purpose” is not the placement of deposits.  

Some relief would exist for deposits that are placed solely as part of a payment 
system or transaction system.  Expedited exemption would be available if no interest, 
fee, or other remuneration is paid on any customer account.  

The Rule would still exclude deposits placed for the purpose of encouraging savings, 
maximizing yield, or providing deposit insurance.



The alternative data underwriting model approves 27% more applicants than the 
traditional credit-score based model, and yields 16% lower average APRs for 
approved loans.

Acceptance rates increased across all race, ethnicity, and sex segments.  APRs decreased 
for each segment.  

"Near prime" consumers with FICO scores from 620 to 660 are approved approximately 
twice as frequently.

Applicants under 25 years of age are 32% more likely to be approved.

Consumers with incomes under $50,000 are 13% more likely to be approved.

There were no observable disparate impacts on minorities, females, or individuals 62 
and over.



OCC Innovation Pilot Program:  Announced in April 2019 to support the testing of 
innovative products, services, and processes that could significantly benefit consumers, 
businesses, and communities, including those that could promote financial inclusion.

CFPB Trial Disclosure Sandbox:  Allows a financial services company to test a new 
disclosure stack under CFPB oversight.  At present, the CFPB can grant liability 
protection under the Truth in Lending Act, the Electronic Fund Transfer Act, or the Equal 
Credit Opportunity Act.  This layers on top of the CFPB’s No Action Letter (NAL) 
program.

Challenges:  Even with these innovative programs, the state/federal fight continues in 
many states without a regulatory sandbox.  Thus, a program could be approved by 
the CFPB but still face significant state opposition.  

A Unified, National Sandbox?
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